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ABSTRACT
Statistical forward planning algorithms provide a simple and general way to provide competent AI
controllers for a variety of games. Example algorithms include Monte Carlo Search, Monte Carlo Tree
Search, and Rolling Horizon Evolution. They require that the game state can be copied and
advanced (stepped forward) rapidly, a condition that is met in many cases. In this talk I will give a
brief overview of the algorithms and then demonstrate the ability of rolling horizon evolution to play a
variety of video games surprisingly well without the need for any training. Examples range from
arcade shooters to real-time strategy games, and the methods also work well for word games. Unlike
Deep Reinforcement Learning, these methods adapt almost instantly to changes in the game, so offer
a robust form of AI. This paves the way for automated play testing and analysis as a tool to assist games
design, as well as potentially providing decision support for complex real-world planning problems.
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